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Stages
• Mild Cognitive Impairment
• Early Stage: 1-5 years
• Middle Stage: 2-10 years
• Late Stage: 1-7 years

to be continued...

Este�a has b�n diagnosed with
early stage Alzheimer’s.

Oh
 no!

The doctor says 
that Grandma has 

Alzheimer’s.

Her memory
wi� get worse

over time.
Does that 

mean we might get 
Alzheimer’s, t�?

The doctor 
gave me these 
brochures...

THE Next Day
He�o? Yes,

I’m Cristina... At Kim’s su�estion, Tina a�ends an 
Understanding Dementia seminar in Qu�ns.

Oh yes! 
I have some

questions about
my mom!

He�o. 
I’m Kim from
CaringKind. 

how
quickly wi� 

her health
decline?

Is this
hereditary?

can I help
k�p her
memory
sharp?

Alzheimer’s disease is
THE most co�on cause

of dementia.

What does
that mean?

I don’t
know...

I’m Ca�ing
 at the request of

your mother’s 
doctor.

but
remember that

each individual’s 
experience wi�

be unique.

These are the
symptoms of 
the stages of
Alzheimer’s.

CaringKind o�ers many
programs and services for peoplE

in NYC with Alzheimer’s and dementia - 
and for their caregivers.

This was helpful, but I
sti� have some questions 

about my mom - 

Would you like
to m�t with a

CaringKind social
worker to help you

with your family’s
specific n�ds? Oh, Yes! 

thanks!

F�l Fr� to
ca� us Anytime at

646-744-2900.

you don’t
Have to go
through 

this alone.

 That was a lot of 
information. But

now I know more 
about what to

expect.
can I leave
her alone?

Should she be
c�king? 

It sounds like you
have a lot of concerns. 
Te� me what’s going on, 

and I’� find the best 
waY we can help you.

We’� get through
this together.

I hate that this is 
ha�ening to her... 

*sob*

Understanding Dementia for Caregivers is one of CaringKind’s free educational programs providing information about 
Alzheimer’s and dementia and available resources and services. For upcoming seminars, call our 24-hour Helpline: 646-744-2900.
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